
 
 

 

Droplet Beads Jewelry 

Droplet beads are an ideal beginner project 

for flameworking. The droplet shape is an 

elegant profile that will look stunning worn 

alone or incorporated into a series of beads. 

The deliberately offset shape is easy to 

achieve, making these beads fast and fun to 

make. 

Materials: 

 Flameworking torch and Torch holder 

clamp #425704 

 Mandrels 

 Bead release 

 Safety glasses 

 Annealing bubbles #94701 or Fiber blanket #92803 

 Italian glass rods (Transparent Rods recommended) 

 Bead hole cleaner #425724 or Diamond Bead 

Reamer #69789 

 Jewelry findings – project shown finished with 

o  #75201 Sterling Silver Rope Necklace 

o  #69167 Earwires  

o #70499 Jump Rings  

 

Note: Always wear appropriate clothing and safety glasses 

when flameworking. Follow all manufacturer instructions 

for your torch. 

Project shown by artist Val Oswalt-DeWaard 



 
 

 

  

  1. Dip your mandrels in bead release and allow to dry. 

Note: Release can be flame dried in the back of a 

torch flame to speed the drying process. 

2. Slowly introduce your mandrel and glass rod into the 

flame, holding them away from the torch head in the 

area of the flame outside the cone. (The cone is the 

blue triangle of color you see in the flame at the torch 

head.) 

3. Turn the glass rod and mandrel between your 

fingers continuously. Allow a ball of hot, soft glass to 

form at the tip of the glass rod. 

4. Lay the molten glass ball [gather] onto the hot 

mandrel, allow the soft glass to trail around the 

mandrel as you turn it, forming the base of your bead. 

 5. Continue heating the rod to 

soften. Use softened glass 

gather to wind onto the 

mandrel.  Tip: Before reaching 

unheated (stiff) glass, taper or 

draw the rod away from the 

mandrel. Heat the thin string of 

glass until it separates.  Repeat 

this process until your desired 

bead size is reached. 

6. Heat the entire mass of your 

bead evenly on the mandrel 

until the glass is very soft, 

turning evently to keep glass 

on center. When glass is hot 

enough to droop, take it out of 

the flame and let gravity form 

the droplet. 

 



 
 

 

  

7. Cool just outside the flame to set the shape of your bead. Place your 

bead in a container of Annealing Bubbles or between layers of Fiber 

Blanket to cool.  

8. Allow beads to cool fully (to room temperature) and remove from 

mandrels. Use a bead reamer or bead hole cleaner to remove bead 

release residue. 

9. Place finished beads on your choice of findings and enjoy!  

 

 

    

       


